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Abstract
The Seal Assembly Machine is a custom-built device that is designed to seat a thin polymer part
between two mating pieces of metal tooling. To meet the specifications of the sponsor, the Seal
Assembly machine must perform its function more quickly and accurately than manual labor at
the same task. At the time of compiling this report, the machine is not yet functional due to time
constraints.
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1. Introduction
The process of assembly and disassembly of the DuPont seal curing molds is currently done
manually. This repetitive process requires company time and the labor of employees who could
be working other jobs. Using employees for a time consuming and repetitive task is inefficient as
it drives up unit cost and limits the total production capabilities of DuPont. No complete market
solution exists to solve this problem, although several attempts have been made by teams of
engineering students in the past. The goal of The University Akron’s Seal Team is to design a
machine capable of safely and effectively automating the seal assembly process, then integrating
this machine into DuPont’s production sequence. Such a machine will lead to higher
productivity, greater profit margins and customer satisfaction.

1.1 The Problem
At its core, the problem is about reducing the man hours needed to finish a batch of seals. This
can be accomplished in two ways.

1. A device that fully automates a portion of the process so the employee can step away and
work on other tasks.
2. A device that increases the output of an employee but requires their constant attention.

We opted for the first path which implies a list of functions that our device should perform.

Orient and load green seals onto a part that will dispense them onto tooling.
Dispense bottom tooling and dispense upper tooling on to “sandwich” the seal.
Compress the assembly.
Get the assembly stacked onto the rod that carries the assembly to the next operation.
Integrate all functions so the process can be accurate and repeatable.
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1.2 Research
No complete market solution exists for this problem due to the uniqueness of the tooling and
seals. In the past, DuPont has enlisted the efforts of design teams from other local universities.
However, these solutions were very underdeveloped, and no prototypes were ever produced.
Research began on mechanisms that could perform the individual functions defined in the
problem section. Resources used were manufacturer’s websites, trade magazines, internet articles
and friends within the industry (care was taken to uphold the non-disclosure agreement when
discussing details of the project).

1.3 Possible Solutions
The first step to engineering a solution to our fully defined problems is to brainstorm concepts in
a morphological chart. A morphological chart is a tool for assigning various engineering
solutions to each of the functions we have identified. Rough drawings included in Figure 1.

Orient and load green seals onto a part that will dispense them onto tooling.
- Bowl with GO/NOGO orientation filter
- Hand loading by operator
- Seal “vending machine” style screw rod

Dispensing tooling
- Hand loading
- Conveyor belt with locating pins
- Drop down magazines

Compress Assembly
- Pneumatic piston
- Seal Brush
2

- Doing nothing (rely on weight of the part)

Get assembly onto rod
-Accumulate parts for operator to handle
-Kick parts directly onto a rod

Integration and Control
-Mechanical Control (gear ratio timings)
-Electronic Controller (Arduino/Raspberry Pi)

3

4

Figure 1. Morphological Chart
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Figure 2. Assembly Solution 1

Assembly 1 consists of a rotary table driven by stepper motor that has five stations. Five
corresponding pegs rotate between the stations so that all stations will have performed their
function by the time a particular peg has completed a revolution. These pegs are at equidistant
radial and angular intervals so they can be located based on the rotation of the rotary table.
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Figure 3. Assembly Solution 2

Assembly 2 is a linear conveyer belt that has tributary belts to deliver the male and female
tooling. The seals are automatically oriented with a vibration bowl before being transferred via a
vacuum pick and place system. The tooling is located with infrared light gates at the vacuum
station and female tooling station. Once assembled, the tooling is transferred directly to a rod for
easy transport to the curing operation.
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Figure 4. Assembly Solution 3

This machine uses a system of belts and gears to transfer mechanical power from a crank or
motor into the movement of a platform which carries a male tooling to the seal placement and
female tooling placement before returning to home position. The operator then replaces the
assembled part with another male piece to repeat the cycle. The timings of the dispensers are
related to the movement of the platform.
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Figure 5. Assembly Solution 4

This machine is designed around the rod that the seal assemblies will need to be transferred to
for the curing operation. The rod serves the purpose of locating each component so the two
degree of freedom linear actuators can accurately place components. Compression is achieved by
the combined weight of the pile as well as a downward press from the forks that lift the tooling
into place.

5. Control Solution
The current method of manual assembly is compared to the machines so we can establish a
baseline score on the Weighted Decision Matrix. This is an important consideration because if
none of the machines can outperform a human in our weighted criteria, we must reevaluate the
design process.
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1.3 Picking the Right Solution
Speed, Cost, Autonomy, Safety, Accuracy, Form Factor, and Reliability are the criteria
considered in the weighted decision matrix. These were chosen based on the needs of DuPont
management. Highlighted in green is the winning design, blue is the control, yellow are designs
that do not offer advantage over control.

Weighted Decision Matrix
Autonomy Safety Accuracy

Form
Reliability
Factor
0.05
0.1

Attribute

Speed

Cost

Weight

0.05

0.2

0.25

0.2

0.15

Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4
Score Control

6
5
4
2
4

5
3
4
8
5

6
8
2
6
0

9
5
3
5
9

7
5
5
4
9

8
4
5
7
9

7
4
6
4
9

48
34
29
36
45

Weighted Score 1
Weighted Score 2
Weighted Score 3
Weighted Score 4
Weighted Score
Control

0.3
0.25
0.2
0.1

1
0.6
0.8
1.6

1.5
2
0.5
1.5

1.8
1
0.6
1

1.05
0.75
0.75
0.6

0.4
0.2
0.25
0.35

0.7
0.4
0.6
0.4

6.75
5.2
3.7
5.55

0.2

1

0

1.8

1.35

0.45

0.9

5.7

Table 1. Weighted Decision Matrix Spreadsheet

Assembly 1 is most suitable configuration, given the requirements of the customer.
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Sum
1

2 Design
General Design Procedure
Assemblies were constructed from commercially available components whenever possible to
minimize time, cost and variance associated with custom parts. Components not commercially
available were 3D printed or machined using equipment personally owned by the team or
available in university labs.

2.1 Aluminum Extrusion Frame
Requirements
Frame must be highly stable, lightweight, and modular. All attachments and components are
built onto the frame
Details
Aluminum T-Slot extrusion is chosen due to the low cost and flexibility it allows for later
changes to the design. Wood construction also considered but was not used due to the difficulty
of attaching certain structures to the frame.

2.2 Rotary Table Assembly
2.1.1 Rotary Table

Requirements
Enough positional accuracy to locate tooling within 00 thousandths of an inch and the ability to
withstand the weight of the tooling and compressive forces of the linear actuators.
Details
“RM-5 Precision Motorized Rotary Stage” from Newmark. This critical component is located at
the center of the machine and rotates through each of the five stations. It has an accuracy of 70
arc-seconds and a maximum load capacity of 200 lbs. It is actuated by a NEMA 23 Stepper
Motor which is easily controlled by the Arduino.
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2.1.2 Aluminum Surface Fixture

Requirements
Machinable and lightweight material that is uniformly flat.
Details
The tabletop is made with five stations so that a part is present at every operation. The station has
a small peg for locating the tooling and two slots cut out for the kicker arms to pass under the
assembled part. Fitted with sacrificial surface film so custom tabletop stays pristine and film can
be replaced at need.

2.3 Seal Transfer Arm Assembly
2.3.1 Vacuum Head

Requirements
Capable of quickly and accurately moving seals from a stack to the male tooling.
Details
Designed with two parts connected by a quick release pin for easy and quick tool changes. The
vacuum head is inspired by open-source electronic component pick and place machines but
scaled up to the size of DuPont’s parts with a donut style head to fit over rod and grab a seal with
vacuum pressure.
3D printed due to complicated geometry and low-impact nature of operation. PETG plastic is
used due to availability and desirable mechanical and thermal properties.
2.3.2 Green Seal Rod

Requirements
Must be tall enough to fit within assembly and hold 00 seals to meet sponsor parts per minute
requirements. Fits multiple seals in the same vertical space to speed up operation of pick and
place assembly.
Details
Designed for quick tool changes to a different diameter rod for other sizes of seals. Rod is
designed to be 9 inches tall as the seals are approximately 000 inches tall.
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2.3.3 Pick and Place Tower

Requirements
Must be able to pick up seal from rod, lift seal, move to the rotary table, and place it on the male
mold.
Details
Pick and place setup is inspired by open-source electronic component pick and place machines
but scaled up and adapted to the size of DuPont’s parts.
Stepper motor driven to be controlled by existing control unit. Belt setup is selected over a
leadscrew driven actuator for higher speed and accuracy. Limit switches aid in positioning of the
actuators and prevent collisions. NEMA 17 motor selected for lower inertia and its max speed of
200mm/s to meet ppm requirements. Openbuilds actuator kits are used to meet requirements and
reduce machine build time.
2.3.4 Vacuum Generator

Requirements
Needs to generate 28.8 inches of Hg of vacuum with at least a factor of safety of 2 to reliably
place seals on tooling
Details
Venturi style vacuum generator was selected with a maximum vacuum of 25 inches of Hg that
flows 30 cfm at an operating pressure of 80 PSI. This is a sufficient vacuum pressure with plenty
of flow to keep up with the ppm requirement.

2.4 Male and Female Tooling Magazines
2.4.1 Male

Requirements
Magazines need to be tall enough to fit 00 parts. Outer diameter sized to fit quick-change
magazine block bore diameter. Inner diameter sized to fit male mold plus clearance so parts can
move in magazine.
Details
Cutout on sides so operator can visually confirm number of parts left before refill is needed. A
magazine height of 9 inches is sufficient to hold 25 parts. An outside diameter of 000 inches
13

provides a slip fit with the magazine block bore. Inside diameters based on the part as shown in
Table 2.
Male Part Number

Male mold Flange OD (In)

Male Magazine ID (In)

0000000000

0000000

000

000000000

000000

000

0000000

0000000

000

00000000

000000000

0000

0000

00000

000

Table 2. Male Magazine Dimensions (REDACTED)
2.4.2 Female

Requirements
It needs to be tall enough to fit 00 parts. Outer diameter sized to fit quick-change magazine block
bore diameter. Inner diameter sized to fit female mold plus clearance so parts can move in
magazine.
Details
Cutout on sides so operator can visually confirm number of parts left before refill is needed. A
magazine height of 9 inches is sufficient to hold 00 parts. An outside diameter of 0.00 inches
provides a slip fit with the magazine block bore. Inside diameters based on the part as shown in
Table 3.
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Female Part Number

Female mold OD (In)

Female Magazine ID (In)

000000000

0000000

00000

000000

000

00000

000000000

00000

00000

00000000

000

000

00000000

0000000

000

00

000

000

Table 3. Female Magazine Dimensions (REDACTED)

2.5 Seal Seating Brush Assembly
Requirements
The thin polymer seals sometimes have a slight bend at this stage, to ensure the female tooling
properly encloses the seal, it must be flattened against the male tooling first.
Design
A silicone brush head mounted on a linear actuator applies light pressure around the surface of
the seal and rotates around the seal to seat it in the mold.

2.6 Completed Part Removal System

2.6.1 Kicker Arm

Requirements
Capable of moving the assembled part onto the ramp with high repeatability.
Design
Designed to make one full revolution so that the arms “follow through” and ensure the part
leaves the machine. Will return to initial position upon completion of the cycle so it can perform
an identical function on each subsequent part.
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2.6.2 Ramp

Requirements
Needs to fit the largest diameter part, allow clearance for the kicker arms, and have sufficiently
steep angle and low surface friction to allow completed parts to slide free of the machine.
Design
An aluminum block is bolted to the frame with a covering of slippery UHMW plastic so that the
part slides to the end of the ramp instead of going off either side. This plastic covering also
reduces friction and prevents metal on metal contact, saving the tooling and aluminum
construction from wear.

2.7 Electrical Component Box

2.7.1 Power Supply

Requirements
Power supply needs to supply sufficient volts and amps to all components in the system.
Details
Xincol Branded AC to DC power supplies from Amazon were chosen for their output of 24VDC
at 30A in addition to their low cost compared to more industrial options. The power requirements
are calculated by summing up the individual requirements of the system.

2.7.2 Arduino Control Unit

Requirements
Easy to use, reliably controls components, preferably open-source code, and inexpensive.
Details
Arduino Mega 2560 Rev 3 is chosen for its abundance of digital and analog connection options.
Sponsors will be able to adjust the code as needed after the team has delivered the final product.
See Figure 13 Appendix C for all digital and analog connections.
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2.7.3 Stepper Motor Drivers

Requirements
Stepper motor drivers act as the middleman between the Arduino and stepper motors. The
motors for this project require much more power than can be sent through the Arduino alone.
Thus, the stepper drivers act as a smart relay between the PLC and the motors.
Details
DM556 and DM542 Digital stepper motor drivers are selected for their current rating and low
cost compared to more industrial components. In this case in particular the drivers selected are an
order of magnitude less expensive than the next step up in equipment.

2.8 Safety Features
2.8.1 E-Stop

Standard Emergency Stop button that cuts power to all high voltage components inside the
machine.
2.8.2 Polycarbonate Enclosure

Requirements
Must prevent accidental contact between internal components and everything outside the frame.
Must also allow access to necessary points to refill magazines and troubleshoot errors.
Design
Clear Polycarbonate plastic sheeting is fastened to the aluminum frame. The sheets are allowed
to slide in several places so that an operator can access the machine. Switches on the frame
detect when the access points are open and only allow components to be powered when every
switch detects a closed position.
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3. Performance
Running actual tests is not an option due to the state of the machine and it will need to be
validated later by DuPont employees.
3.1 Parts Per Minute

This is a conservative estimate for cycle time that will be used to calculate the parts per minute.

Keep in mind that all functions are being performed at the same time, so we only need to account
for the slowest task. The bottleneck is the time it takes for the vacuum head to complete one
cycle.

The total cycle time of the vacuum head placing a seal and returning to the home position is 000
seconds. Every 00 parts the magazine must be refilled, this is estimated to take 00 seconds. If
nothing goes wrong, the machine could assemble 00 parts per minute or 000 parts per hour.
This would enable the machine to assemble up to 0000 molds in one shift. Even running just one
shift, 000000 could be made in one month.

More detailed explanation is found in Appendix B
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4. Costs
4.1 Parts

Sub Assembly
Table
Magazines
Ejector
Rod
Pick and Place
Brushing
Electrical
Frame

Cost
000000
00000
00000
00000
000000
00000
000000
0000000

Total cost of Parts
0000000000

Table 4. Lumped Part Costs by Sub Assembly (REDACTED)

4.2 Labor
Though some components may be expensive, the costs of engineering a custom solution are
often dominated by the price of specialized labor of designers, machinists, quality control and
programmers. Table 5 describes an approximate division of man-hours needed to go from design
brief to finished product and an estimation of the associated costs. The hourly rates are for an
employee, a multiplier of 2.5 was applied to the resulting sum to cover overhead and profit
margins for the company.

The members of this team were not paid for their time, this design project was a graduation
requirement and an opportunity for each member to gain experience and work with high value
components while incurring no financial risks.
19

Process

Rate/hr

Hours

Quoting

$0

10

Conceptual Design

$20

20

Computer Modeling

$25

30

Drafting and Machining

$30

50

Programming

$30

10

Assembly and
Installation

$25

10

Modified Cost of Labor
$8000

Table 5. Cost of Hourly Labor

Combined Cost of Parts and Labor Estimation
$8000 plus parts
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5. Discussion and Conclusion
5.1 Accomplishments
Shown in Figure 6 is the machine in its current state. Ramp is completed as well (Figure 14), but
not installed. The SolidWorks model is shown below to compare completion. Note the model
does not show wiring that will be present in the machine.

Figure 6. Physical Device and Model
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5.2 Customer considerations
DuPont has asked that certain details of their technical process and business remain vague due to
the proprietary nature of this information. Therefore, figures critical to the design of our machine
such as the total volume of parts and the dimensions of the tooling and seals have been omitted
from the public version of this report in accordance with the non-disclosure agreement.

5.3 Ethical considerations
Worker Safety
When designing an automated process, special care must be taken to ensure worker safety. The
best practices include redundant safeguards against any limbs, hair or clothing being caught in
moving machinery. The first and most obvious way to keep workers safe is a physical barrier so
we installed a polycarbonate enclosure around the aluminum frame of the machine. This has the
added benefit of being see-through, so nothing needs to be moved to get a proper look at the state
of the machine. If a worker does need to access the machine to refill consumables or perform
maintenance, limit switches on the doors prevent any of the moving parts from receiving power
until the switches return to the closed position. In addition, the machine is equipped with an
Emergency Stop button which immediately stops all power to the components when pressed and
until a reset procedure is performed.
Ethics of Automation
The ethics of automation is a complex and ongoing debate. The main benefits of the seal
machine are increased productivity which leads to higher profit margins, automation of a tedious
and repetitive task so workers are free to do more interesting and rewarding work, and a more
consistent product due to elimination of human error.
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5.4 Future work
The machine has some additional work needed to be fully functional. The rotary table needs to
be fixed in place; this will allow the stations to be fixed in relation to the table. Once the stations
and the table are fixed, we can write a program to tell the moving parts how far and fast they
need to go so that functions will happen at the desired location at the desired time. To supply
power to these moving parts, the wiring needs to be connected from all the motors to their
respective drivers, the drivers need wiring to the power supply and all the correct components
need to be connected to the correct pins on the Arduino. After the machine is running, a short
battery of tests and evaluations need to be conducted to ensure it meets requirements in accuracy,
parts per minute, and reliability. Some adjustment and reevaluation are expected to meet these
goals.

Future improvements are possible as well. The machine is made to be modular so that the tooling
magazines and vacuum head may be switched out to accommodate multiple sizes of seal.
Drawings are available for another design team or DuPont machinists to fabricate the
components needed to convert assembly to smaller seal dimensions. It is also possible for
DuPont to construct a duplicate of the whole machine to increase productivity.
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Appendix A

Bill of Materials
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Table 6. Bill of Materials (REDACTED)
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Appendix B

Estimation of Cycle Time Methodology

Running the linear actuator at 0000 mm/min, well within its 00000 mm/min max speed we can
use the path and necessary timings to estimate the cycle time for one stage of the machine.
The downward path from the home position is 000 mm, taking 000 seconds.
The actuator waits 0 seconds to pick up a part.
The upward path so there is enough clearance above the seal rod is 000 mm, taking 000 seconds.
The downward path to deposit on the tooling is 000 mm, taking 000 seconds.
The actuator waits 0 seconds for the seal to release.
The path back to the home position is 000 mm in the z direction, taking 000 seconds.
We don’t have to wait for the lateral movement because it is short and happens at the same time
as the z axis movement.
The total cycle time of the vacuum head placing a seal and returning to the home position is 000
seconds. Every 00 parts the magazine must be refilled, this is estimated to take 00 seconds. If
nothing goes wrong, the machine could assemble 000 parts per minute or 000 parts per hour.
This would enable the machine to assemble up to 0000 molds in one shift. Even running just one
shift, 000000 could be made in one month.
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Appendix C

Manufacturing Pictures

Figure 7. Drilling Tabletop
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Figure 8. Trimming Tabletop
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Figure 9. Completed Tabletop
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Figure 10. Magazine Mount
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Figure 11. Frame with Linear Actuator Towers
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Figure 12. Electrical Components Box
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Figure 13. Electrical Systems Schematics (REDACTED)
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Figure 14. Ramp with UHMW Guards
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Appendix D

Finite Element Analysis

Figure 15. Deformation Regions on Table

Figure 16. Deformation Regions on Vacuum Head
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